[Analysis of postsynaptic currents in the phasic and tonic muscle fibers of the extraocular muscles of the rat].
The miniature end-plate currents (MEPCs), miniature postjunctional currents (MPJCs) and mean values of life-time of open ionic channels (tau chan) were compared in experiments on fast and tonic muscle fibres. The rise-time and decay-time constants of MPJCs in tonic fibres were 2.5 and 4-5 times (respectively) longer than those of MEPCs in fast fibres; tau chan in tonic synapses was 2.2 times higher than in fast ones. Inhibition of AChE induced more pronounced prolongation of MEPCs (4.4 times) than MPJCs (1.8 times). As a result, the difference between the time decay of MPJCs and MEPCs reduced to 1.6 times. Thus, a more prolonged decay of MPJCs in tonic fibres in comparison with MEPCs in fast fibres was due to a larger value of tau chan and lower activity of AChE, that favours repetitive interaction between ACh-molecules and choline receptors causing prolongation of the decay of the synaptic response. The time course of MEPCs and tau chan in skeletal slow-twitch muscle fibres was significantly shorter than those in extraocular tonic muscle fibres.